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Abstract: 

Nowadays, the condition monitoring of the bridges against aging effect in the transportation infrastructure have drawn 

great attention, which leads to the maintenance and inspection of highway bridges. The concept of bridge weigh-in-

motion (BWIM) is one of the structural health monitoring systems to acquire the moving vehicle’s information such as 

its weight, speed, axle spacing and frequency of vehicles over the bridge.  The required information data is the 

percentile of every vehicle class which adds to nearby truck traffic and the quantity of vehicles which should be 

created. Moment proportions will be haphazardly created for each set utilizing ordinary distributions and parameters 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, the condition monitoring of the bridges 

against aging effect in the transportation infrastructure 

have drawn great attention, which leads to the 

maintenance and inspection of highway bridges. The 

concept of bridge weigh-in-motion (BWIM) is one of 

the structural health monitoring systems to acquire the 

moving vehicle’s information such as its weight, speed, 

axle spacing and frequency of vehicles over the bridge. 

As the bridges are long, a large number of sensors data 

have to be record with respect to time, while the 

vehicle crosses over the bridge. The recorded data is 

enough to exploit the dynamic information of the 

moving vehicle at a proposed nominal speed of high 

way on the building these days. The structural 

reliability which can be characterized as the capacity of 

the structure to do its performance under indicated 

conditions inside its traverse live. It can likewise be 

characterized as the probability of exceeding the 

breaking point states at each phase of live of the 

construction. The cutting-edge structural outline 

requires implementing an exact estimation of 

vulnerabilities which could incorporate numerical 

models, geometry, material properties, manufacture 

procedures and parameters of burdens.  The probability 

density function and cumulative distribution function 

portrays the performance of an irregular variable. The 

arbitrary variable can be categorized as discrete or 

constant. The most well-known discrete distributions 

are: Bernoulli, Binomial, Continuous, and Geometric, 

Hyper geometric, Negative Binomial, Poisson, and 

Uniform.  

2. PROBABILITY FUNCTIONS OF 

RANDOM VARIABLES 

There are few kinds of irregular variables; the most 

widely recognized utilized are discrete and consistent. 

Discrete irregular variables are limited to sets of 

occasions or interims of genuine qualities. Each set has 

a probability more prominent or equivalent to zero. An 

irregular variable is consistent when any conceivable 

occasion can be a result. Every occasion for consistent 

variables is unique and has a similar probability of 

event. Distinctive kinds of arbitrary variables have 

their probability functions. 
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2.1 Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW) 

The Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDF) for the 

GVW are plotted on the probability paper. Each bend 

speaks to an alternate area. The subsequent bends 

demonstrate that the distribution of GVW isn't 

ordinary. Irregularity of the CDF is a consequence of 

various sorts of vehicles in the WIM information, with 

long and short, completely stacked and empty, or 

stacked by volume just, et cetera. For every area, the 

mean estimations of GVW can be assessed 

straightforwardly from the diagram. It is at the crossing 

point of the CDF with even line at the zero level on the 

vertical hub. So for the thought about areas, the mean 

gross vehicle weights are somewhere in the range of 25 

and 65 kips. The slope of each bend is an indication of 

the standard deviation and furthermore coefficient of 

variation. The more extreme the slope is the littler 

coefficient of variation 

3. WIM DATA BASE 

The truck survey incorporates Weigh-in-Motion 

(WIM) truck measurements obtained from NCHRP 12-

76 and FHWA, and it incorporates information from 32 

unique areas. For every area, information covers 

around a year of traffic. The information incorporates 

number of axles, Gross Vehicle Weight (GVW), 

weight per hub and dispersing between axles. It was 

observed that the obtained WIM information, both 

from NCHRP 12-76 and FHWA incorporate various 

vehicle records that give off an impression of being 

mistaken. There are different purposes behind 

scrutinizing the information, for instance GVW is too 

low, improbable geometry, et cetera. Along these lines, 

the information was sifted first to take out faulty 

vehicles. In addition, the astoundingly overwhelming 

vehicles were looked at to discover if their arrangement 

took after allow vehicles, for the most part cranes and 

dump trucks. Two arrangements of information were 

considered. The primary set contains consistent truck 

traffic and the staying set of information incorporates 

allow vehicles and unlawfully over-burden vehicles 

that happen generally rarely. For instance, the filtration 

procedure eliminated vehicle records with GVW under 

12 kips (55 kN), add up to length more prominent than 

120 ft (36 m) or under 7 ft (2 m), et cetera. 

4. BRIDGES 

A bridge is a construction worked to associate actual 

snags without shutting the path under, for example, a 

waterway, valley, or street, to give entry over the 

deterrent. Plans of bridges change contingent upon the 

capacity of the bridge, the idea of the landscape where 

the bridge is developed and moored, the material used 

to make it, and the subsidizes accessible to fabricate it. 

Bridge decks are exposed to extreme mileage, making 

them the most vulnerable to early decay and 

debasement among other bridge segments. Bridges are 

not just constructions made out of materials, they are 

essential forever. In numerous spots life would be 

genuinely disturbed, traffic would be deadened and 

business would be frightfully influenced if the bridges 

bomb working. Henceforth the appraisal of bridges 

occasionally for its presentation ends up being a 

significant assignment. The bridge evaluation should 

be possible by leading research facility tests, field tests 

and furthermore through scientific methods. Weakness 

is a reformist crumbling of a construction by break 

development, because of a progression of stress 

varieties (cycles) coming about because of the use of 

rehashed loads, for example, incited in bridge parts 

under traffic loads and hefty vehicle intersections. 

Bridge decks should withstand perhaps the most 

harming sorts of live load powers i.e., the concentrated 

and direct beating of truck wheels. An essential 

capacity of the deck is to disseminate these powers in a 

positive way to the help components underneath. The 

current examination confines to insightful technique 

for execution assessment. In scientific strategy the 

precision of the outcome relies on the capacity to 

reproduce the issue. In all actuality, a large portion of 

the issues are nonlinear in nature. Subsequently 

nonlinear examination is a powerful device to mimic 

the specific issue. Nonlinearity might be mathematical 

or material nonlinearity. A construction could 

experience both of the abovementioned or blend of 

both. A bridge is a design giving entry over a snag 

without shutting the path underneath. The necessary 

entry might be for street, a railroad, walker, a waterway 

or a pipeline. The deterrent to be crossed might be a 

waterway, a street, a valley.  

4.1 Reinforced Concrete Bridges 

Concrete was utilized in 1840 for a 12m range bridge 

across the Garonne trench at Grisoles in France. The 

previously reinforced concrete bridge was worked by 

Adair in 1871 as a 15m range bridge across the 

Waveney at homers field, England. The versatility of 

reinforced concrete to any design structure and the 

expanded productivity in concrete development 

brought about its boundless use in bridge building. The 

utilization of reinforced concrete bridges has gotten 

famous in India since the start of the 20th century. The 

strong section just upheld bridges were normal in 

1920s. T-beam bridges have been utilized broadly in 

the range scope of 10-25m. Rich curve bridges were 

worked during 1920-50. Since the length of the bridge 
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is 60 m it is planned as Simply Supported Box Girder 

Bridge. The crate brace bridges are built for a range 

more than 30m and not exactly or equivalent to 60m 

where if the range is of length more than 60m the Pre-

focused on bridges are utilized. 

5. CROSS SECTIONS IN REINFORCED 

AND PRESTRESSED CONCRETE 

BRIDGE 

Grounded information on accessible decisions of cross 

area can incredibly encourage the fundamental bridge 

plan. This part center around summing up significant 

sorts cross areas that are presently utilized for the 

development of reinforced and prestressed concrete 

bridge. The decision of cross area will be legitimized 

dependent on variables including range length, site 

format, cost-viability and security concern. Chunk 

bridges is for the most part the easiest bridge cross 

segment. It very well may be utilized for single range 

and multispan bridges with range length up to 12m. For 

limited abilities to focus, strong reinforced concrete 

section ranges between two projections with no 

transitional backings. Basic reinforcement 

configuration is sufficient to convey the load. For 

longer ranges, care should be taken to relieve the 

additional self-weight presented by the thicker section. 

This can be accomplished by adding prestressing bars 

to control the break and diversion, as well as presenting 

"voids" into the piece to diminish its deadweight. 

Figure 1 shows an illustration of basic concrete chunk 

bridge and the cross-area outline is appeared in Figure 

2.

 

 

Figure 1: Simple Concrete Slab Bridge 

As the spans increment, the necessary 

profundity of piece is expanded. Since the 

material close to focus of gravity contributes 

little for flexural strength, box braces are 

advanced from straightforward chunks to 

enhance the plan of bridge cross segments. 

Common box braces utilized are appeared in 

Figure 1.13. Box braces have been generally 

utilized as a prudent and stylish answer for 

current highway framework and bridge ranges 

up to 150m. The inside of box brace can be 

utilized to oblige utility lines and for upkeep 

service too. Be that as it may, because of the 

unavailability of base spines and complex 

math, box braces are hard to project in-situ, 

which limits the alternative for plan and 

construction. 

 

Figure 2: Cross Sections of Bridge. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

The safety of the state's and federal agencies' ageing 

bridge inventory is one of their top concerns, and it's 

understandable. As a result, it is necessary to quantify 

the safety margin of current infrastructure as well as 

the safety margin of future bridge designs. The 

Serviceability Limit States, also known as fatigue, 

necessitate the inclusion of additional statistical 

characteristics, including not just maximum values, but 

also load spectra, or the frequency with which loads 

occur. In the case of shorter time periods such as a day, 

a week, a month or a year, the maximum values are 

required. It is impossible to predict the load spectra or 

material resistance because they are random variables. 

Load and resistance models are required in order to 

calculate the safety margin of present and future bridge 

structures 
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